Transaction Reports

Accuride Acquires Majority
Stake in Gianetti Ruote
from MW Italia S.r.l

Goldman Sachs has invested an undisclosed stake in Samhi Hotels,

Accuride Corporation, a leading supplier of components to the global

development company. This new funding will be used for acquiring

commercial vehicle industry, and CLN Group, a leading supplier of steel
and metal-formed components and assemblies to the global automotive
industry, announced that Accuride has acquired a majority stake in steel
wheel manufacturer Gianetti Ruote S.r.l. from the MW Italia wheels
division of CLN S.p.A. CLN. The partnership – which gives Accuride
immediate long-term supply contracts with key global OEM customers
in Europe – advances Accuride’s strategy to become a leading wheel

Goldman Sachs invests in
Samhi Hotels
contributing $70 million (Rs 441 crore) into the hotel investment and
hotel assets in India in the next 15-18 months. Samhi also bought a
hotel in Ahmedabad recently for Rs 135 crore.
Samhi Hotels was advised by leading international law firm Jones Day and
local Indian counsel from Economic Laws Practice (ELP). The Jones Day team
representing Samhi was led from Singapore by partners Dennis Barsky and

supplier to the global commercial vehicle industry. The business will

Karthik Kumar, and supported by associates Caitlyn McCarthy and Timothy

retain its headquarters and principal manufacturing and engineering

Goh. The transaction required, as a condition to closing, a complex internal

facility in Ceriano Laghetto near Milan, Italy. Accuride has agreed to

restructuring necessitating lengthy negotiations with each of Samhi’s key

invest €19.75 million over the next 36 months to improve Gianetti’s
manufacturing operations in exchange for its majority equity position.
For the nine month period ended September 30, 2015, Gianetti generated
net sales and Adjusted EBITDA were $28.7 million and $(2.2) million,
respectively.

shareholder constituencies.
Samhi Hotels has now invested in 26 properties across India, with a future focus
on development.

Mario Masciocchi, Managing Partner at Impact Srl, advised on labor rate and
benchmark vs comparable labor market, union agreements and negotiations, as well
as restructuring options for the Italian company being acquired by an international
competitor. H.R. and labor management represent a complex task in Italy due to
rapidly evolving regulations, which Impact Srl also aided with.
Vertus Srl., partner of Impact, was involved as HR specialist advisor with Alessandro
Ielo leading the transaction, offering expertise during the possible restructuring plan
with different cost implications.
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